Living by the wind and tides again
Travel letter 2 - 2014

June the 6th we finally set sail after tied to a marina dock for 18 months. As we promised ourselves,
99.99999% of the job list has been finished as for
some not-listed ones. This summer sailing
destination will be the Atlantic south coast of
Portugal and Spain as far east as Gibraltar. We will
hop along old and new anchorages & marinas. It will
be more or less a “walk along memory lane”.
At the end of the summer we will haul out
someplace in Portugal, before sailing back to Las
Palmas. At this familiar spot we will get rid of the
last odd jobs. Thereafter it’s time to stock up for
the Atlantic crossing in jan/feb 2015. However we
will enlighten you first about the final project in
Las Palmas as well as our sailing adventures so far!

Shade and comfort
As you know, we have made a bimini above the cockpit to protect us from the sun while sailing and/or
at anchor. The bimini- and sprayhood shade coverage is only 1/3 of the boat, so it is still getting hot
inside when the sun is shining at the other 2/3. In the tropics that will be for at least 12 hours/day.
Therefore we decided to make a tent out of special sun filtering material. The total length will become
6m, reaching from the bimini to the mast, so the aft cabin (our bunk) and 90% of the main cabin will be
covered by it.

First sun tent made at Zeezwaluw

The result

So Ineke started a sewing job again. Together
with our neighbours Marjo & Edwin of “SY Orion”,
we bought 24m of this special material. The
material is open woven; consequently it allows the
wind to come through but stops 90% of the
sunrays, so perfect for boats!
The first tent was prepared underneath the
bimini in the cockpit of Zeezwaluw. The work
space there somewhat limited, as you can assume.
Zeezwaluw sewing office on “SY Orion”
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This first tent ought to cover the front part of the Orion, from bow to mast. It fitted perfectly at
the first try, due to the measurements taken by Edwin and Riens´ overall help. So, when the new sun
tent was rigged in place on Orion, Edwin
Zeezwaluw’s own sun tent
organized a sewing atelier underneath this tent
for Ineke.
In the shade with a light breeze, the next two
tents were completed quick and easily due to the
enormous working space. It was even allowed to
leave the mess behind at the end of a working
day!
Zeezwaluw' sun tent is ingeniously reinforced, by
3 beam-wide round plastic tubes of Ø 25mm. The
tent acquires a round shape when it is properly
rigged, due to tying the sides to the stations
while the main halyard lifts it to the correct
height. Shape and height allows the air, flow more abundantly underneath the tent. When the large sun
tent is in-use, the spray hood is off to get the most out of a breeze. As soon as the sun-tent was
ready, tried out and packed away again, it’s time to leave Las Palmas!
Riens as a mermaid
A last diving job to clean / lube
the propeller and replace
anodes and we are ready to sail
away.

Goodbye and see you again
The day before we leave Las Palmas we have a last sundowner with some friends on-board Zeezwaluw.
Some of them we will see
Farewel party on board Zeezwaluw
again after returning at
the end of the year.
Others
probably
somewhere at the other
side of the Atlantic
Ocean.
It is hard to leave all
those friends behind
after sharing so many
Bey, bey!
nice moments during our
stay, but it´s also part
of a live-aboard life. Finally Zeezwaluw leaves the pontoon to get on her way.
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The crew of “SY Orion”, Marjo & Edwin are
following in their dinghy, making photos of this
event. They even collected a bottle of wine for us
from other friends standing at one of the
pontoons. Once outside the marina entrance, the
main sail goes up, we still know how to do that! So
far, so good.
As soon as the main is up, the accompanying dinghy
hoods for the last time and drives back into the
marina. We are on our own now.

Our good bey binghy crew of SY Orion

After unfurling the jib Mr Perkins is shut down.
We are happy to be sailing again. The sun is out, a
blue sky dotted with a few white clouds near the
horizon while the wind is blowing a gentile 12kn
from the beam. It is perfect weather to get used
to a moving boat again as to find our sea legs.
Zeezwaluw on her way

The sea road to Madeira

To reach our summer destination, the south
coast of Portugal and Spain, has to be done by a
detour due to the presently NE-wind or to wait
until it’s a more favourable direction again.
Waiting is out of the question so we decide to
sail to Madeira first.
We have not been there before so a great
opportunity to explore a new island. The distance
Las Palmas-Calheta, at the southwest coast of
Madeira, is nearly 400 Nm. A 3-4 day sailing trip,
good to get adapted to the sea again.
During our 4-day trip we encountered light winds from the northerly
quadrant, NE to NW. We were able to sail al lot, not in a world breaking
record speed though but we sailed. We loved this slow progress very much,
feeling the wind softly blowing across our faces, hearing the waves
whispering against the hull, while seagulls and gannets were circling around
the boat. From time to time we were accompanied by dolphins or CarettaCaretta turtles, large and small ones swimming very close to Zeezwaluw.
We could easily adjust to our 3h on-3h off watch schedule, as well as
reading while lying down on the new large soft cockpit cushions. Life is
excellent again!
To
be honest the wind did (as we) a nap very often. Therefore Mr. Perkins was working
often long hours consequently draining the diesel tank at high speed. Nevertheless we enjoyed the
entire trip very much!
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Madeira Island

Near Madeira the first fisherman appeared accompanied by the faithful waiting seagulls. In the lee of
the island Madeira, the wind picked up again so we sped forward as not happened the days before. Only
for a very short period though before it died down completely.

Just after 3pm we entered the little marina of Calheta.
Marjan & Dirk, friends we met in Las Palmas, were our
reception committee and acted as our line handlers. In
minutes Zeezwaluw was nicely tied to the jetty and finger
pontoon, which would have been a hassle with only the two of
us.
Once we had tidied Zeezwaluw, we were in for a chat and a cup of tea at “SY Hasta la Vista” of Marjan
& Dirk. Our first trip in 18 months had gone very well.

Exercise and touring
Early January, Calheta marina endured a very nasty storm. During that storm the end pontoon broke to
pieces, however the big poles are still standing as silent witnesses. Up to the present day the pontoon
is not replaced, probably due to Portugal' somewhat difficult financial situation. The fuel station has
given up the ghost and has already been out of order for quite some time. So, no fuelling up in the
marina! It’s troublesome for locals as it is for visiting sailors who are in (desperate) need, as we are.
The nearest fuel station is about 20km away we were told by Dirk. So walking there armed with a
trolley and canisters to obtain some diesel is not an option.
After a good night sleep, we explored our new surroundings by foot. Behind the marina is even a
genuine
waterfall
with a drop of at
least 50m. Calheta
is a very small town,
starting
at
the
seaside and follows
the narrow gorge up
into the hills.
To be honest, it is
no place to walk
leisurely around due
to the few very steep roads. Therefore on our way back to the marina we hired a car for 2 days. Not
only to collect our diesel but also for some sightseeing.
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The next morning at 10 o´clock Riens collects the car while
Ineke empties the spare canisters into the diesel tank. With
our 2 canisters and 4 borrowed ones of Dirks, we are able to
transport 140 litres diesel in on go. After emptying all 6
canisters but one, Zeezwaluw' tank is full again. So we used
the whole afternoon for a visit to the capital Funchal.
It takes from Calheta only half an hour to reach Funchal by
the coastal road. At the outskirts of Funchal, we realize the
town is much larger and wide spread than expected.
Apartment buildings are spread along the hills all the way
down to the city centre. In the old centre near the commercial harbour and marina we find a suitable
parking garage for the car.
Once outside the garage we discover at the other side of the street an immense covert market. Is a
busy place, mostly tourists. The building has 3
floors with market stands. Most of the stands sell
fruits and veggies, others all kind of Madeira
handicraft. From the top floor we look onto the
many fish stalls beneath. Some fish we could
identify like the big tunas but most of the species
are unknown to us.

After visiting the market, we strolled along the old
towns narrow cobbled streets lined with cafes and
restaurants full of tourists. The centre is also
larger as expected and after 2 hours walking in the
sun we are totally worn out. It is too busy to our
liking so we choose to drive back to Calheta to the
tranquillity of our little marina.
The second and last day-on-wheels, we had a little
roundtrip in the western region of the island
Madeira. This part is dominated by high mountains
(1100-1640m) around a large plateau, which is the
National Park Serra de Aqua at 634m.
Unfortunately the eastern entrance road we
approached to drive through this Park was closed
for the day, due to a car road-rally.
Therefore we drove to the north coast of the
island to São Vicente. Along the coastal road we
drove westward to Porto Moniz at the NW-tip.
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We were promised fantastic sights and views but got thick fog and endless tunnels instead so no views
at all. To save the day, we were able to take the
western entrance road to the earlier mentioned park.
The wide road over the mountain plateau was quiet
until one of the rally cars came roaring past from the
opposite direction. The landscape of this plateau was
very monotonous; to be honest it was very boring.
In contrast our drive downhill to Calheta, was very
pleasant. Winding roads through lovely little villages
with many beautiful white houses surrounded by well
maintained and colourful gardens. So this day-tour was
a bit disappointing to us. However we are convinced
that once exploring on foot you will enjoy this island to
a greater extent. Driving around by car will not bring you to the most astonishing parts. We will do
some hikes next time. The next morning we had to leave Madeira to be able to use the upcoming
weather window with north-westerly’s to reach Portugal.

Tide against wind experience
We left sunny Calheta at 9 o´clock, although there was no wind in the lee of the island. Therefore Mr
Perkins was up and running while we enjoyed our morning tea in the cockpit. Until we passed Funchal we
had had no wind at all and a flat surface with a 2kn current with us. The circumstances turned in the
blink of an eye the moment we reached the SE corner of the island.
We encountered 30+kn north-easterly’s
at a 60 degree angle the moment
Zeezwaluw poked her bow around the
corner into the passage between Madeira
and . Despite the fact that we were
taken by surprise we were reacting by
impulse
at
the
totally
altered
circumstances of that moment.
Steering more or less the right course
was uncomfortable but essential. The sea
was very choppy due to the strong current against wind direction in
the relative narrow and shallow passage. No need for Mr. Perkins
anymore!
The main was up already, luckily still with a reef (had been too lazy to
get it out) so we reefed even a bit more before we unfurled the jib
the size of a hankie. Instantly our speed increased to 6-7kn in the
howling wind. Zeezwaluw behaved like a wild horse, while we were still
in shorts and t-shirts, too cold but we had had barely time to dress
accordingly to the changed circumstances! Yes, that’s sailing too isn’t
it, but almost forgotten after 18 months hibernating!
The next couple of hours the distance to Portugal reduced quickly.
During the night the strong wind abated a little and shifted more to
the W.
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Level of comfort increased although there was some
rain and thick overcast.
The following two days the wind speed decreased
gradually but no sunshine at all. Without the sun even
the two new “daylight” solar panels could not charge the
batteries so we used the towing generator instead. The
last part of the trip the sun came back while the wind
shifted from W to SW force 2-3Bft and had to motor
sail again.

The new toys in use
We haven’t told you so far how the new installed toys at
Zeezwaluw are performing. To be honest, they perform
even better as expected! During sunny days we use our new water maker. It runs for the duration of 3
hours completely on the 12V system and gives hardly a dip in the battery voltage as Riens had
calculated. It is such a comfort to observe all the equipment working together flawless even better as
expected.
Also the new active AIS-system proofed itself from
the first moment of the trip. We were wondering if we
would see the many ships during approach and crossing
of the shipping lanes 30nm off the Portuguese coast.
Both of us were always awake during the approach and
crossing of shipping lanes in the dark. No change this
time. But still 10nm to go, we already spotted on the
AIS screen, the train of ships sailing from west to
east, it was extremely busy that night. To see the
ships and be able to know their name, course, speed
and direction, makes the passage more relaxed. Still
you need your own eyes to make sure what you see at the AIS screen is genuine.

Good old Portimão and surroundings

After 5 days at sea, we arrived at the anchorage
of good old Portimão June 20th early in the
morning. Two days at anchor followed by 3 days
in the marina. Time to use the washing machines,
cleaning up inside, oil change, shopping and so on.
As soon as possible we were at the anchorage
again because it’s high season,. You pay through
your nose in the marina (€52,=/night), however
Wi-Fi was included.

Portimão anchorage

During our 6week stay (Zeezwaluw grew almost
roots) at the anchorage we relaxed a lot, walked along the beaches, went by the dinghy to Club Naval
up-river in Portimão for shopping. Had a few lovely lunches (Piri-Piri chicken/sardines) with friends who
were in Portugal for their holiday.
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Portimão anchorage

Portimão anchorage

We also had to hire a car to apply at the Dutch Consulate for new passports, buy antifouling at the
Ayamonte chandler as well as ordering a new cooling water pump for Mr Perkins. In Lagos we ordered
at the chandler some extra consumable spare parts for the Schenker water maker.
While at anchor receiving a very strong and free
Wi-Fi signal enabled us to arrange this equipment.
Thereafter it was driving instead of sailing along
the Algarve to collect everything.

Foia view

The new passports arrived in July at the consulate
so still in the middle of the holiday season. We
were not able to rent a car, all were booked.
Therefore we took the couch to Albufeira, which
was a relaxed drive as well as a lovely outing.
Getting to Lagos we did by train, not the sweet old
wooden one with leader seats but the new modern
more comfortable version.
A few weeks later (after the holydays) we rented a car to drive to Monchique and Foia. These places
hadn’t changed in almost 10 years. The view from the highest peak in the Algarve to the south and
west coast was obscured by fog, which was a pity.
During our many stops in
Portugal over the last 10
years, we never managed to
drive to the southwest part
of Portugal, the Alentenjo.
So we went there this time.
This part of the country is
charming, wide views, green
trees and bushes even cork
oak trees while it lacks the
kind of mass tourism as is in
the Algarve.
We liked it very much.
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Memory lane

Once in possession of the new passports and all the ordered items we sailed to the anchorage of
Culatra Island August the 15th. The day sail to Culatra was pleasant and quick, due to the 20+ Kn
westerly wind. 3 hours after low water we were at the entrance channel to Olhão/Faro. It was almost
spring tide so the incoming current which was with us, was running at a tremendous speed. Zeezwaluw
went rapidly through eddy after eddy until we reach the wider entrance to the anchorage behind
Culatra. It was packed with boats, unbelievable!

Culatra anchorage

We were lucky to find our favourable spot in the area of 6m at low tide. We dropped anchor and
started to count the boats. At 70+ we stopped. Although the many anchored ships, there was still
enough space around every one of them. No “fenders-out” anchoring at the moment.
While waiting for haul out September 24th in Faro we will explore the area of this anchorage we
wintered 4 years ago, all over again.
More news about this anchorage, Culatra and Olhão will be in the next travel letter or “Zeezwaluw
Posts 2014”.
For now only some pictures to give you an idea of today’ Culatra.

___/)___
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